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ELECTROLYTIC SIMULATION OF AIRFOIL FLOW
INTRODUC TION

Many engineering problems are solved quickly and econorni-

cally when a rnodel of the system under study can be assernbled and

tested. This rnethod is usually referred to as sirnulation. The rnethod of sirnulation ernployed in
pose analog cornputer

this study makes use of a special pur-

-- the electrolytic tank.

Analog cornputation and sirnulation have been used by engineers

for many years. Maps were probably the first widely used analogs.
Analogies were assurned between lines drawn on the ground and the

actual boundaries. The first widely used analog cornputing device
was the slide rule which was developed about I500 (4, p. I0). Since
then various other devices such as the planirneter, integraph, and

spirule have been developed. The use of large scale cornputers such
as the rnechanical differential analyzer and the electronic analog
cornputer was lirnited until the tirne of the second world war because

of the difficulty in developing accurate integrating and rnultiplying

rnechanisrns. Special purpose cornputers and sirnulators were in use

prior to that tirne because sufficient accuracy could be obtained.
Sirnulation, which is one of tJ:e rnost irnportant and widespread
applications of analog computation methods, irnplies the assernbling
of mechanical and electrical devices in such a way that the behavior

2

of the assernbled systern can be directly related to that of the original
systern which is under investigation. Of the methods available for

the study of airfoil flow, sirnulation seerns to be best suited because

it elirninates such curnbersorrre or expensive factors as intricate instrurnentation, airplane flying Lirne expenses, and inability to change
and rnodify

airfoil surfaces which are involved in testing the actual

aircraft. Testing of new airfoil shapes on actual aircraft can also
result in catastrophic failure.
Three rnethods in use for airfoil flow sirnulation are: wind
tunnel evaluations of scaled down airfoil rnodels, digital cornputer

sirnulation, and analog cornputer sirnulation. In the figure below,
these three methods of sirnulation along with actual tests of the air-

foil on the airplane are listed and cornpared on the basis of the cost
of obtaining data and accuracy of the data.

COST

METHOD

ACCURACY

Aircraft maintenance high, airfoil changes

Nearly impossible to

on airplane

uneconomical instrumentation expensive.

measurle

flight.

wind tunnel

Failure can result in loss of aircraft.
Initial cost high,operation and mainten-

simulation

ance costs are high.

digital computer

Computer time expensive.Programming
is expensive because many factors are
to be considered.

Airfoil test

simulation

analog computer

Least costly of experimental methods.

simulation

Airfoil modification is simple and inexpensive.

flow during

Proximity of walls limits
model size. Instrumentation of small models is
aot accurate.
High precision is possible
but data is not accurate

all factors are
considered.
Data is as accurate as
wind tunnel data in most

unless

cases. Exotic shapes
easy to test.

Figure

1.

Comparison of

airfoil flow simulatiou methods.

one

are

3

Of the three methods o-trttr"ine.l,analog sirnulation appears to be
the best suited for this thesis" By usi.ng the electrolytic tank, a spe-

cial purpose analog cornputation device, experirnental cost is kept at
a rninirnurn while accuracy and flexibility of airfoil choice is suffi-

cient for engineering analysis" The first applications of the electro-

lytic tank were published by Maxwell in 188I (13, articLe

647-651).

Rectangular tanks have heen in standard u-se for rnost
ai;:foiL flc,w studi-es {LZ).

The resulting boundary conditions of the

tank edges harre eatrsed the necessi.ty of either tedious rnathematical
analysis or the use of only the srnall in.terior portions of the tank
wh.ich are

relatively unaffected by boun-dary conditions"

Th-e eLectrol,ytic tank used

dou-ble

in this study wilL be the circular

layer tank first developed by Boothrrcyd, Cherry, and Makar

in l9a9 Q\" Ttris type of electrolyti-e; tank rninirnizes boundary value
consideraticrns.
The

ysis

first part of this thesis pertains to the rnathernatical anal-

of the tank as an

airfoj.l flovr sirnulator. The second deals with

the practical developrnent of an accurate tarrk and the instrurnentation
assoe

iated with i.t" The third part considers the applications of the

tank as a sirnulator for airfoj.l flow problerns. The fourth part con-

siders further app1ica.tion-s and irnprovern "nt".U

trolytic tank for tle study of airfoil flow is
rrrheoelectric
analogy" (analogie rh6oel6ctrique)
referred to as the
in the French-speaking countries and is corning into use arrtong
ae::onautical engi.neers in the English- speaking countries.

MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
tepleq-sle esve4gr
Use of the electrolytie tank elirninates the need of cornputing

Fouri.er, Legendre, and other: series for solving certain partiaL differential equati.ons of rnathernati,caL physics which are associated
with rnany physieal situatio,ns (I). One of the rnost irnportant of
these equatio:rs is Laplacers equation (9, p. 9l-921' having for three
independent variables the forrn;

(r)

^z

^z +==Q"
^2
++=
ox'

oy'

No less irnportant

dz"

is the corresponding equation in two inde-

pendent variables;

.2
(z) L{
+ ry
ox' oy'
_2

=0,

to which (1) redu'ces if a two-dimension problern is under consideration or if the functions relating to a three-dirnension problern are

so

specialized as to be independent of the z coordinate -- this will be
the ease in the electrolytic tank,

A general solution of (2) can be written as:

(3)

Sr(*

+

jy) + *r(x + jv),

where +I and *Z are arbitrary functions having the requisite
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derivatives and j is the irnaginary unit. The problern is to select
frorn the rnultiplicity of solutions a particular one to serve a specific
PurPose.

In the case of the electrolytic tank -- whether a double layer

circular tank (which will be shown to approxirnate a large rectangular tank) or a rectangular tank is under consideration -- solution depends on boundary

conditions. The rnathernatical rnethod described

below is applicable for eith-er the entire rectangular area of a tank

or an infinitesirnally srnall rectangular area of the electrolytic liquid.
Consider a rectangular strip of length Ax and width Ay '
The distances are labeled in Figure 2. Thickness of the area is
constant and will not enter into the solution.

Y

x
Figure

2.

A strip satisfying Laplacers equation.

A solution of (2) is required for the above area and also for
the following boundary conditions
(41

u(x,0)

(5)

u(0,

(5)

u(n, y) =

o

(7)

u(x, rn) =

K,

=

K,

y) = I

Of the rrlany combinations of Vl and +Z that satisfy the
boundary conditions, only one cornbination will satisfy Laplacets

equation, In the electrolytic tank, the only cornbination of +l and

*Z which is possible is the one with the srnallest arnount of stored
energy (7, p. I3).
The Electrolyte
When there

is a steady flow of current in a conductor, it

can

be shown that conditions throughout the electrolyte will be governed
by Laplace's equation (10, p. 471 and lZL, ch. 3, p. 66-791. First,
the electric field will be investigated in the electrolyte solution of
the electrolytic tank. It will be assumed that the electrolyte is

a

uniforrn and hornogeneous rnediurn. This is illustrated in
Figure

3.

An electric field
the surface. Kirchoff

Is

t , exists within the rnediurn parallel

to

law states that under stationary or uniforrn

Conducting Strip

Potential
Source

Medium

Figure

3.€ Field in a uniforrn hornogeneous rnediurn.

cur r ent f low conditions, the rate at which charge enters

a

given region rnust be equal to the rate at which it leaves the region.

Mathernatically this rnay be stated by the point or differential staternent as:
(8)

V

J=0

Where T is current density and V is the divergence oPerator,
By Ohrn's 1aw:

(e)

J

= vE.

Where Y is conductivity of the rnediurn.
Substituting (9) into (8) gives:

(10) v.

YE = o.

Since Y is always assurned to be a non- zero constant in
hornogeneous electrolytic

liquid, it follows that:

a

(11) v.E -0.
Now, t , th. vector function of electr-ic field intensity is de-

fined as the negative of potential gradient:

(I2) f'

= -grad+ = -V+.

Substituting (12) into (Il) gives:

(r3) v.(-v+) --v2+-0,
or

(I4)

vzq = o.

(I4) is Laplacers equation. Laplacers equation is the governing equation for a rnediurn whose interior is free of current sources

or sinks. If there are current sources or sinks Present in the electrolytic rnediurn, then Poissonrs equation applies:
(I5)

v2r1l

=-

p/e

.

where p is the charge density and € is the permittivity of the
rnediurn.

Thus any problern which has a harrnonic potential + where:

(16) *
+ *-0,
D y'
dx'
can be treated experirnentally by rneans of an electrolytic analogy.

+ can contain constants which are not present in the electric potential.

9

Two-Dirnensional Fluid Flow

It is now necessary to

show that the physical situation aseo-

ciated w.ith airfoil flow is governed by Laplacers equation.

If tI_I is the tangential cornponent of the velocity of a fluid
such as

air and C is a closed curve where ds is an incrernental

length of C, then the integral:

(r7)

C

\ u_ ds ,

JI
C

is called the circulation. If the integral is equal to zeto, the air
flow is said to be irrotational (3, P. 208'Zlll-

(I8)

If:

Urds=tdx+wdY,

. where t is the x colrtponent and w the y comPonent of U- then
(I7) rnay be written as:
c

(I9) J (tdx+wdy).
C

If this integral is zero for all closed contours C, then there rnust
exist a function:

(20) {

= {(x,Y)

such that

(21) t=H
and

lz?l * = H.

10

Next, if the air is considered to be incornpressable, then
the volurne of air entering C per unit tirne is equal to the volurne
Ieaving and is given by
("
(z3l J"
u* u"

,

where UN is the velocity
lz4l

colTlponent perpendicular

uN = u*coso *'*

to ds. Now let:

sino = tcoso * wsino

where o is the angle between the norrnal direction and the positive

x direction.

Since

lZ5\

dx = -sino

126l

dY = cos

ds

and

o

ds,

then (Z3l car. be written as

(z7l

c

\ (tdy-wdx).

"c

If this integral is to be zero for all closed contours C,

we

rnust have:

(241 -tJx = a!-*)
Dy
or:

(zst

5*P
ox oy

=o

of Q9l are replaced by expressions (2I) and
rt Da"t and {JI
dy
(?Zl, then (291 is seen to be equivalent to Laplacer s equation:

ll

2,1, a Z*
+-=o
-0x- Dya

(30)
And now

it is evident that the electrolytic tank rnathernati.a:altry sirnu-

Iates two-dimensional air flow essential to the study of airfoiL flow.
Pcub1e

Ihe
trn

Layel Circul_ar Electrolytic Tank

order to establish that the double layer circular eleatrolytic

tank can represent a very large, single layer electrolytic tank, it is
necessary to consider the z ptrane and the f -p1ane whj.ch are re-

lated to each other by the transforrnation:

(31) 6 =!'
tiris may u* *tittit in poJ.ar coordinates as:

(32)

(33)

)" = Ir
+ -- -e ,

where

(34) z=r"jo=x+jy

(38) L=)..j0=5 +jr
It is

seen

l"l = I are

frorn Figure 4 that points outside the unit circle

rnapped onto points inside the unit

circle l[ I = ]'. AIso,

points on the unit circle l"l = I are rnaPPed onto points on the r.rnit

circlelgl-I.

L2

J)T

<.t

r
tQ=-

I

7

Unit Circle

'Jnit CircIe

z Plane

,|?
/s

Plane

Figure 4. Mapping of the z plane into the I plane"
Thus, if a conducting sheet representing the region outside
the unit circle l"l * I is replaced by a conducting sl;reet correspond-

ing to the region inside the unit circle lE I -- I , and the two sheets
rnake a proper electri-cal" connections at

their boundaries, then any

point in the z plane can be represented on this cornbination of two
she et s.

The possibility of developing such an electrolytic tank was

first proposed by Decker in 194?. Ia L949 Boothroyd, Cherry,

and

Makar first used such a tank for solving electronic network synti:esis

problems. The tank used in I949 was constructed of plastic with

a

I3
glass plate separating the top and bottom layers of electrolytic liquid.
By leaving a srnall gap between the glass plate and the tank wall, a

satisfactory electrical connection between the two conducting sheets
was obtained. Later, in 1951, Boothroyd found that certain rnodifi-

cations of the tank edge resulted in increased accuracy of rrr€asur€ments taken near the tank edge (3, P. 9I).
The rnodifications which Boothroyd irnplemented increased the
usable area of the tank. Previously only the electr:olyte solution was
used as a conducting mediurn to connect the uPper and lower unit

circles. Boothroyd found that by using a better conductor to connect
the two planes, significant distortion of equipotential lines near the

tank edge and eddy currents were eliminated. Other rnethods of elirninating this distortion have proven to be equally effective but rnuch

more curnbersolrre than Boothroydts rnethod (I1). Figures 5, 5, and

7, starting

on page L7,

illustrate this version of Boothroydrs

edge

rnodification.
Since

it was of interest to deterrnine how accurate a tank with

such an edge rnodification would be,

it was necessary to devise rneas-

uring techniques to deterrnine accuracy. The sirnplest accurate
check of tank accuracy can be rnade by placing a circular conducting
d.isk inside the

tank. The choice of a circular disk was rnade be-

cause: I) The solution of Laplacets equation on a surface in which

L4

there is a circular conductor is well known and easily calculated;

Zl Since the tank and diek are both round, a disk covers the tank
aTea

efficiently; 3) Due to tJre syrnrnetry of a circular disk, fewer

rrleasurernents need be taken than if some other shape were chosen;

4l A circular disk can be constructed easily and accurately.
Because of the above reasons, any discrepencies from rnathe-

rnatical calculations will not be rnistakenly attributed to the rnodel,
but rather to the tank or instrumentation.

I5
APPARATUS

The Tank, Electrodes, and ModeI
Considerable effort went into building accurate airfoil models,

electrodes, and the tank. The reason for trying to achieve such accuracy was that the circular electrolytic tank rnethod relies on the
mathernatical transforrnation of points outside the unit circle of the

z plane. Points which lie far frorn the unit circle of the z plane
are very near the center of the unit circle of the f

plane.

The electrodes, which have a diameter of two inch.es, when

transformed form the sides of a square tank which are effectively
100 inches

or about 8 feet long. Ary error in electrode design

could have an effect of about 50 times greater after having undergone the

transformation. Since effective size increases inversely,

srnaller electrodes will cause an even greater error to occur if
they are constructed irnproperly. Electrode tolerances were kept

within two one-thousandths of an inch for diarneter and thickness.

If there is to be a proper electrical connection between

the

top and bottom conducting sheets, the conducting sheets must first
have the proper shape. This has been achieved as closely

a.s

iri eco-

nornically possible. The tank diarneter is constant within two onethousandths of an inch.

I6
In keeping with the above accuracies, the tolerance of air-

foil rnodels is within five one-thousandth of an inch for thickness
and one one-thousandth of an inch in

diarneter. The glass dividing

plate is as accurate as could be purchased, the variation being
about the sarne as that of the plexiglass

-- within three one-

thousandths of an inch.

Photographs of the tank, rnodels, and electrodes apPear on
the following pages.
The Probe and Electronic EquiPrnent
The gradient was rneasured with only one probe because the

total gradient is of interest, not the cornponents of gradient in the

x and y directions. This was done by Ineasuring the difference
in potential between the model and the probe. The distance between the probe and rnodel was kept constant by means of spring

loading the cylindrical center of the probe assernbly as illustrated

in Figures

8 and

9. Constant distance between the probe wire and

the rnodel was rnaintained by positioning the probe with the internal

cylinder protruding stightly and rnaking contact with the rnodel

edge. After proper positioning of the probe, the internal cylinder
was raised by releasing the handle on the probe. The constant
distance rnaintained was . 250 inches. This was a comPrornise,

t7

Figure 5. The Electrolytic tank in use.

I8

Figure 5. The electrolytic tank with electrode, glass
dividing plate and edge rnodification in
plac e.

Figure 7. View of rnodel, electrodes, edge rnodifier
and probe.
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because for actual gradient at the rnodel edge gradient over an

infiti-

simal distance must be rneasured to obtain true readings.
The probe had a large outside diarneter so that rneniscus

would not have a rneasurable effect on gradient readings. Measurernents were taken by rnoving the probe to the desired position, then
dipping it into the tank until the plexiglass cylinder surrounding the
probe wire touched the rnodel, and then the probe was rrroved up-

ward slightly. Angular position was checked again. This Process
was repeated until the probe was in the proper position.
The electrical circ"uitry used consisted of a 400 cycle per
second sine wave generator which had less than one-tenth of one

percent harrnonic distortion for all harmonics rrleasured through
the tenth harrnonic. A ten watt audio power generator with sirnilar
low distortion was connected to the generator to supply arnple voltage arnplification

for obtaining a large gradient.

Potential was supplied to the rnodel through a potentiorneter
connected across the arnplifier output as shown

in Figure 10. Ca-

pacitive effects of the tank were balanced by a variable 0 to I
rnicrofarad capacitor connected to the potentiorneter in series.
The capacitance had no rneasurable effect upon large voltage gra-

dient rneasurerrrents but it helped in establishing a null between the
probe and rnodel potentials. A calibrated Tektronix 5l/54 D

z0

Figure 8. The Probe in use.

Figure 9. Close-up view of the probe.

?,1

plug-in unit was used as the difference amplifier and preamplifier

for taking the measurements. The circuit diagram of the measurernent circuit is drawn in Figure 10.

Yarious probe materials were tried: copper wire, . 006"

dial steel piano wire, .0I2" dia! and tungsten wire, .040" dia.
The reason for trying these materials is that polarization effects
caused by using different probe rnaterials can greatly effect gradient

rneasurements, particularly when nuII measurements rnust be taken

(I, 6, I7).

The photograph

on page 23

,

Figure

measurernents taken with tungsten and copper wire.

1

I, shows nuII

The upper

photograph of null with tungsten wire of .040 diameter, has a peak

to peak value of about . 6 rnillivolts. The lower photograph with

a

copper wire .0lZ inches in diarneter has a peak to peak value of
about 48

millivolts and a large third harrnonic cornponent for nuII.

(Vertical scale in the upper photograph is 7 rnv per division and 20
mv per division in the lower photograph. ) A distortion free sinusoidal voltage appears within less than ten probe wire diameters

with the tungsten wire. Many authors have written of polarization
effects on various materials with various electrolytes but it still
remains to deterrnine the best material for each systern. The en-

tire distortion can be elirninated by using probes of at least .l
inches in diarneter made of almost any good conducting rnetal, but

ZZ

Power

4OO CPS
O

sciLlator

Arnplifier

000

Electrode

Eleetrolytic Tank

PreAmpJ.ifier

Differential
Arnplifier

Oscillo scope

Tektronix 53/54 D Plug-in

Figure 10. Circuit diagrarn of rneasurement circuit.

Z3

Figure

I 1.

Gradient nulI rnea surernents.
Top - tungsten wire
Bottorn - copper wire

z4

the tungsten wire of rnuch srnaller diarneter was found to work Prop-

erly in this systern.
Various electrolytic solutions were tried and the final choice
was cornrnon tap water with a srnall quantity of alurninum chloride
added to

it. This choice was one of convenience since it works as

well as distilled water with dissolved salts. An alurninurn salt was
chosen because rnost of the rnetallic rnaterial in the tank

nurn (LZ, p. 9).

is alurni-

?,5

TESTS OF AIRFOIL MODELS
Staternent of Problern

The circular double layer electrolytic tank will be used to

investigate the loss of lift experienced near the ground by airfoils

with high lift devices. Although this "ground effect'r is prirnarily

a

three-dirnensional rnechanisrn, sorne of the decrease in lift can be
explained frorn two-dirnensional flow considerations.
The expression for lift in the two-dirnensional case is given

per unit length of wing as:

(35) L,-p(uo-au)
gg

r-

A diagrarn of the situation appears in Figure I2.

p is the density of the rnediurn, in this case air;

Uoo

is

the

free stream velocity of the ai.r, i. e. the wind velocity at the point
under consideration with the wing section absent; AU is the velocity
"induced" by irnage vorticity, I There is no way of rneasuring (Uo

-AU), but Lgg
, p, and f

can be rneasured in the electrolytic tank

or found by other rneans, and (U6-AIJ), which is norrnally called
the t'effectivetr free strearn velocity or Ueff. can be deterrnined
f

rorn

(3 5).1

When a ground plane

is introduced near an airfoil surface, it

has been assurned that (Uoo - AU) is reduced, thus causing lift to be

z6

reduced. However, it is the purpose of this study to show that f,
the circulation, is also decreased. It is in the deterrnination of f

that the electrolytic tank is found rnost useful" I is directly Propor-

tion.al to the current flow to the model and thus can be easily measured in the electrolytic tank. It i-s difficult to rneasure tr in a wind
tunnel or to calculate it analyticaLly.
The flow about a circul"ar e y'Linder offers the simplest rnodel

to dernonstrate this decrease in the circulation. The circulation
wiLl be chosen so that the stagnatj.on pr:int, S, rernains at the sarne

position on the circle as the ground is approached. (See Figure t3).
This witL be done by varyi.ng the potentiorneter resistanee until there

is a nuII gradient reading at the poi'nt
Ttrris requi.rernent

S.

is analogus to satisfying the Kutta-Joukowski

condition in the case of an airfoil with a sharp trailing edge" A cir-

cular rnodel can be placed into that category by irnagining that

a

very srnall flap extends perpendicutrar to the eircle at the point

S"

The object of this analysis is to obtain plots of lift, circula-

tion,' and Uettnn versus th-e ratio of tr/O where h is the distance
from the cylinder center to ground and D is the cylinder diarneter.
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Figure 12. Airfoil near a ground plane.

+r+

Uoo€

Ground plane

Figure 13. Stagnation point on a circular airfoil.
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Outline of the Analysis of Airfoil Flow Near

The relation of lift to circul.ation was dernonstrated by Kutta
(1902) and Joukowski (1906) whose equations were

written for

an

object of arbitrary shape and whose conclusions are, therefore,
general (19, p.

357 -359

and I4, p. lgz\t. When a cylinder of radius

a is placed in a perfect fluid flow of velocity LIoo, the flow picture
is syrnrnetrical, the transverse force is zero, and the velocity,

U,

at any point on the surface of the cylinder is given by:

(37)

U=

ZUm

sin

0

(See Figure I.4).
When a

circulation occurs around a cylinder there is no lift

force and the vel.ocity on the surface is found from the circulation
concept to be:
a

(3s) r- J\ua"=U(Z':ra)
or, solving for

U:

(39) u = -!
Zna
(See tr"i-gure L5).

Now, if these flows are superirnposed, an unsyrrrrnetrical
fLow

results, a lifting force occu.rs, and the velocity at the surface

of the cylinder is the surn of the above velocities" At a sufficient

z9

Uoo

po

a

-----+

\'
0

Figure t4

A cylindr=r in a perfr:ct flow.

Figure 15. CircuLation around a cylinder.
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distance frorn the cylinder, however, the velocity,

Um

rwill not be

affected because the veloclty induced by circulation at appreciable
distances frorn the cylinder will be negligible. When the Bernoulli
equation is written between the undisturbed flow and the point on

the surface of the cylinder, one obtains

(40) ,"*:pug=p*|

pu2, where p is the pressure
and U is the velocity.

Substituting ZUo sin a * *

for

U,

this becornes

r ,2,J'
p = po *l,o tu3 - (Zuo sin o + Ztra'
-l
The lift, dL, acting on an elernent of surface of the cylinder,

(41)

I

adO, can be expressed as:

dL-pasin0d0

l4zl
and the total

lift, L, is obtained by integration over the surface of

the cylinder. Substituting the above exPression for P and inte-

grating give

s:
,.Ztr

(43) L= J pasin0d0=-pUootr
o
which is the Kutta-Joukowski result and clearly indicates that the
combination of velocity and circulation is essential to the existence

of a lift force -- if either one of these terms is zero there can
no

lift.

be

3l
The Origin of Circulation
To explain the origin of circulation about an airfoil, consider
the flow conditions about a typical airfoil as it starts to rnove.

Before rnotion occurs, circulation is obviously zero. As rnotion

occurs, the air velocity across the top of the airfoil is greater than
the velocity across the bottorn. The integral of the velocity around

A closed curve enclosing the airfoil and close to it has solrle nonzeto value.
Definition of A Vortex
The circulation calculated along any closed curve which en-

closes a vortex is:

(441

Zr TJa =

Zt (constant) = I

This staternent defines the existence of a vortex (15, P. 751. It is
possible to show why a velocity is induced by an irnage vortex or
when a ground plane

is brought near an airfoil.

Consider a pair of vorticies at A and B whose strengths

are tr and -I.

Each induces a velocity l/hr

perpendicular to AB. (See Figure I6).

v, versus horizontal distance, x, is
curve has the equation:

gg in the other

A graph of fluid velocity,

shown

in Figure 17.

The
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ilo\ -r

r

r. l"

_-._-t ___

a l

A

I

Figure l6
A vortex pair.
Figure 17
A graph of U as a firnction of x.

U(r.2-a

145)

'l = r^,

where
a--

146l

so that the

AB
z

a

syrnptote s are

(471

U=0

(48)

x=a

(49]'

x=-a

:

The curve is symrnetrical around the vertical axis which is

a streamline. Therefore the vertical axis could be replaced by

a

rigid boundary and the motion due to a vortex at A in the presence
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of this boundary is the same as if the boundary were rernoved and
a vortex of strength -f were placed at B. The vortex at B is
called the irnage vortex of the actual vortex at A and the curve of

fluid velocity versus x is symmetrical and exactly the same
whether an irnage vortex or a ground plane is present.
Flow Sirnulation with the Electrolytic Tank
When the ground

tion (43).

is not near the airfoil, lift is given by

When the ground effect becomes

equa-

irnportant, lift is found

from the expression:

(50)

",

= p U"ff t*

This is actually a defining equation for U.ff. As stated be-

fore, there is no way of measuring Ueff directly, rather it is obtained from:

(51)

Ueff =

after rneasuring

tU/rrU

t, and a*

The lift per unit length of wing section when rE ar the ground
can only be obtained frorn the electrolytic tank simulation by first
obtaining the velocity distribution around the airfoil surface (i. e.
the voltage gradient distribution).

Lift is obtained frorn the velocity distribution by using
Bernoullirs equation:

34

(52\ prr1uz = H,
where H isaconstant.
The pressure distribution rnust be integrated to obtain

lift. Actu-

aIly, this formula applys:
(53)
or

"

= ,:

p.,,2 d*

C

(54) cL=-f.,.( :)=[(H)'.( :)
Where Cl is called the "lift coefficientrr, a non-dirnensional
quantity and c is the total length x over which the integration is

performed. The pressure coefficient,

"p,

is non-difirensional.
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EXPERIMEN TA L PROC EDURE

For each airfoil position with respect to ground, the stagnation streamline was located by rneans of adjusting the potentiometer
and variable capacitor to a

null gradient at the point. Voltage gra-

dient readings were then taken at intervals of l0 degrees" By prop-

er choice of points and due to tank symmetry th.is was equivalent

to

taking rneasurernents every I5 degrees plus one more rneasurernent

at each of the two stagnation streamlines.

Ttrne

calculations from

the resulting data were performed on the ALWAC IIIE cornputer

with a program for integration by Sirnpson's rule and a prograrn for
interpolation using Lagrangers fonrnula. Both programs were found
to be accurate to within four significant figures with sarnple data of
the same forrn as the electrolytic tank data.
Various heights above ground were obtained by changing the
electrode on the bottorn plane and moving the airfoil model verti-

caL1y. Uni.forrnity .ras rnaintained by cleaning the model, elec-

trodes, and probe after each test. Air bubbles in the tank were rernoved by various rneans such as tapping on the glass separating

plate and rernoving and replacing the plate until no bubbles were

visibLe, Circu.lati.on and lift were calculated in the following manner:
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(55)

I

r-360

t =J
o

Au(e)d(e), where AI{e) is voltage gradient

at each angle

(56)

o.

Cf = T/360 x AUoq where AUois voltage gradient
with the rnodel rernoved.

(57)

(58)

P360
z
AU(e)sin0d0

"=J o

CL = t-/t6o

*

UA

Data and results of calculations appear in Appendix I.
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RESULTS
The

Electrolytic Tank as an Airfoil Flow Simulator

The

first test perforrned was to determine if the tank

was

accurate for airfoil flow sirnulation. A simple case was investigated

for which the solution is known to be sinusoidal" It is

the

case illustrated in Figure 13: a cylinder of radius a placed in

perfect fluid flow of velocity

Uoo

. The velocity at any point

a

on

the surface of the cylinder is frorn equation (37):

(37) U =

2Uoo

sin

0

The small electrode and the five inch diarneter cylindrical

airfoil rnodel were used. The circular tank was effectively a square
tank with sides a little rnore than 8 feet long. This rneant that
the five inch rnodel was a rninirnurn of about four feet away frorn
any edge. Results of this test are shown in Figure I8,
The results indicate that the circular tank can be used effec-

tively as a sirnulator of airfoil.flow because experirnental results
compare favorably with theoretical resul.ts"

For the second test, the rnodel and electrode positions were
the sarne as for the first test. The location of the stagnation strearn-

line was varied from 0 to 90 degrees. ResuLts of this test are given

in Figures I9 and 20.
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The results indicate that circulation and

lift varied as ex*

pected. Deviations frorn theory are mainly due to the fact that

the

point at which a measurernent is to be taken is hard to deterrnine

with less than a *

Z degree

variation. This resulted in an error

due to the fact that calculations were rnade assurning constant in-

tervals

bet.areen

points on the rnodel.
Ground Effect Tests

The last test was to determine the effect of a ground plane

near the airfoil rnodel. The model used was the five inch circul.ar

cylinder. Two electrodes were used,

one brought the ground to

within I" iI inches of the model surface and the other brought
ground within ten inches of the model surface. Th.e stagnation

strearnline was kept constant at o = 30o, and the distance between
the model an.d ground, Ir/D, was varied. h is the di s tanc

e

frorn the ground plane to rnodel center and D is rnodel diarneter'
The results are given in Figures ZL, ZZ, and'23,

Circulation, lift,
above the ground plane

arrd

hf.t/circulation all increase as distance

increases. Lift varies in a manner which

has been calculated analytically

for a different airfoil rnodel shape

(19). It was irnpossible to rnove the rnodel closer to the ground
plane than n/O = i.25 due to the large outside diarneter of the
probe.
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Figure 21. Circulation on circular cylinder as a function of h/D.
(circulation not normalized with respect to velocity

as Ueff is not known)
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Lift on circular cylinder as a function of h/D.
(Lift not norrnalized with respect to velocity as
Uett". is not known)
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Figure 23. t-itt/circulation on circular cylinder as a function of
h/D.(This is the lnanner in which U"11 varies a numerical value for ueff cannot be given as AU and p are not
known)
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EVALUATION OF RESULTS
The circular double layer tank is found to be an effective

tool for airfoil flow sirnulation. It is inexpensive to operate and

versatile enough to allow Inany Inore rneasurelnents than a wind
tunnel or actual flight would alIow.

Figures zl , 22, and 23 show that circulation, lift and effective velocity all increase as the distance between the rnodel and
ground increases.
The circulation was determined by two rnethods: measuring

current to the rnodel and integration of velocity distribution around
the rnodel. Since the velocity distribution is necessary to calculate

lift, it was found to be very easy to rnake the additional cornputer
calculation to find circulation. This rnethod was found rnore de-

sirable than rneasuring the current flow to the rnodel because of
the difficulty arising frorn rneasuring current as accurately as Po-

tential.
The reason why circulation is greater in the third test than

in the first two is that a larger difference in potential was applied
across the electrodes.
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CONC LUSION

In order to obtain rnore accuracy, two parts of the electro-

lytic tank equiprnent should be improved. The first is rnechanical
and the second

is electrical.

It is necessary to use a probe that can be adjusted accurately
to the angular position at which a rneasurernent is to be perforrned.
Although the probe used in the tests was designed so that constant
distance frorn the rnodel edge could be rnaintained, the rneasurernent of angular position on the disk varied due to mechanical looseness in the systern. This problern can be resolved by designing
sorne

forrn of notch or lock to hold the probe in the desired position.

This would eliminate the need for taking several rneasurerrlents at
each point before deterrnining gradient.

The electronic irnprovernent that should be made is to obtain

a current rneasuring device which is accurate to within a half Percent or better. The reason for this is that circulation could be deterrnined accurately without the need for nurnerical integration of
the gradient. This integration is difficult, if not irnpossible, for
cornplex airfoil rnodel shapes. Results of the experiment indicate

that lift and circulation are proportional to each other so that once
one knows how

circulation varies, one also knows how lift varies.
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APPENDIX

I

Data

Uo = 280 mv
TEST

1

19Oo 22Oo 25Oo 28Oo 3100 and 3400'
Values are given for 1Oo.4Oo 7Oo lOOo 13Oo 1600

no net area'
At alpha = Oo. gradient varied sinusoidally and there was
360 =
To calcu-late circulation coefficient divide by 280 times

To calculate

1OO80O'

lift coefficient divide by 280 x 280 x 360=28224AOO'

TEST 2

alpha = 15o

1020 605
125 -330 -610 -705 -430 -130 s35 960 LZ20 t240
coeff.
= 1.01786
circulation: area = 102600' 0O

Lift:

coeff. = 3.37484

area = 953180OO

alpha = 3Oo
780
270 -180 -450 -510 -270 lg5 480 1080 1370 1420 1190

circulation: area= 163200'0O
Lift: area = 1657980O0

coeff' = L'6t9O4

coeff. = 5.87020

alpha = 45o
141() 1000
455 95 -235 -310 -75 4LO 87O t29O 1590 1630

coeff. = 2.43154
coeff. = 8.29241

circulation: area = 24510O'0O
Lift: area = 234045O00
alpha = 600
670 230 -90 -165 145 550 1o5o 1450
circulation: area = 298100. OO
Lift: area = 27758LOOO
alpha = 75o

zio sts 44 -7o 230 660 1130 1520
area = 337680' 00

circulation:
Lift: area = 315789OOO

lTto t740

1510 1150

coeff. = 2.95734
coeff. = 9.83493

1810 1860 16so 1340

coeff. = 3.35000
coeff. = 11' 18866

alpha = 9Oo
830 360 40280 710 1170 1580 leoo 1940 1725 L3tO
coeff. = 3' 55059
circulation: area = 35790O' 0O
L2.Ot739
coeff.
=
Lift: area = 339179000
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TEST 3

Alpha is constant at 30o.

h/D is varied from 1.25 to

3.

h/D = t.25
420 -t30 -460 -480 -280 210 860 1s00 2000 2170 1870 1200

circulation/360: area = 741,66

lift:

1045725.86
Lift/circulat ion = t4O9 . 9 67
area

=

h/D = 1.5
460 -zLO -sso -570 -280 250 950 16s0 2100 2250 20@ 1270

circulation: arca 775. 55
lift: area = t756544.27
lift/circulation = 149 l. 24$
hlD = 2.O
460 -200 -580 -620 -310 290 1050 1730 2160 2250 2020 1300

circulation: arca = 793, 33
lift: area = 1188155.38
Iiftlcirculation = 1497 . 675
hlD = 2.5
s00 -225 -670 -700 -340 340 1050 1750 2t70 2300 21@
circulation: area = 803.33

1360

Iift:

area = 1219622.05
lift/circulation = 1531. 336

h/D= 3.o
570 -215 -6sO -720 -370 340 1000 1780 3200 2400 2200 t490

circulation: area = 844.44
lift: area = 1337305. 39
Iift/circulation = 1583. 651
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APPENDIX II
Reseqrch done by Mr. L. B. Gratzer at the Transport

Division of the Boeing Airplane Cornpany in Renton, Washington
involved the use of large rectangular pieces of conducting paper of
the Teledeltos type. The rnodel was circular in shape. As indicated in the attached curve, results in the rear quadrant were not

very good. Presurnably, this deviation is due to the lirnitation

on

accuracy caused by finite probe dirnensions and because the conducting paper does not have uniforrn conductance. Conductance of

Teledeltos paper is not constant in a given direction and varies as
rnuch as five percent depending on whether current

is flowing in the

horizontal or in the vertical direction.
The data of Mr. Gratzex rs experirnents indicates that there

exists a possibility of cornpletely elirninating the electrolytic tank

in favor of a "dry[ tank rnade of conducting paper.

W'hen a

uniforrn

resistance conducting paper can be developed, one could take two

circular pieces, glue thern together back to back, and connect the
edges

for proper electrical conduction. Thus it rnight be possible

to replace the electrolytic tank with fairly inexpensive conducting

paper. It rnight even be possible to elirninate rnodel and electrode
construction by using conducting paint and applying this directly to
the conducting paper surface.
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APPENDIX III
Results of

Iv'l/ind

Tunnel Tests

Tests rnade in the 30 by 42 inch (closed circuit type) wind
tunnel at the Aeronautical Laboratory of Oregon State University
by J. D. Dennon on a circular cylinder with a small flap in the

rear indicate that rnaxirnurn lift occurred at a flap deflection of
less than 90" (5, p.

43l..

The rnaxirrlurrr theoretical lift on the cylinder was nearly

realized.

Dennon indicates that rnodifications

in the flap design

or certain wind tunnel rnodifications rnay result in a closer approach to the theoretical lift. (See Figure

251

ct

04590
o 1 degrees

Figure 25. Lift on circular cylinder. Results of wind tunnel tests.

